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PLEASE JOIN US....
2012 RAR FOUNDATION DINNER
The 2012 RAR Foundation Dinner will be held on Thursday 1 November
in the RMC Officers’ Mess at 1900 for 1930. Dress will be lounge suit
with miniatures.
The Dinner is the occasion at which the Hassett Trophy for the Best
Junior Leader in the Regiment is awarded.
All members of the RAR in the ACT region, whether members of the
Foundation or not, are invited to attend. There will be a limit of 60 on
the number of attendees and priority will be given to Life Governors,
members and supporters of the Foundation.
We have been able to gain supplementation for the dinner through an
unknown donor so the cost of the Dinner will be $50.00 per head and
payment can be made in the following manner:
1. Cheques made out to the RAR Foundation should be sent to GPO
Box 3112, CANBERRA ACT 2601.
2. Direct Debit to the RAR Foundation:
BSB – 112908
Account Number - 043 368 817
Reference – your Surname/Dinner.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

I consider myself very fortunate to have
been
selected
as
the
Colonel
Commandant of the Royal Australian
Regiment and as result of this
appointment also have the opportunity to
serve the Foundation as Chairman.
I would like to acknowledge and thank
Adrian Clunies Ross for his service to the
Foundation over a period of more than 20
years as Chairman. I would also like to
acknowledge the work of John Essex Clark
who also served the Foundation for many
years as Secretary before handing over to
Mark Bornholt last year.
This year will see a number of our
Foundation’s great servants step down
after providing wonderful service as
Directors on the Board. I would like to
thank John Sheldrick, Kevin Cole and Ken
Kipping for their individual and collective
contribution to the Foundation over many
years. We are in a very sound financial
position due to their efforts. I would also
like to thank Brigadier Adam Findlay, one
of our uniform currently serving Directors
for his contribution as well. Adam is
stepping down due to his pending
deployment to Afghanistan as a senior
coalition planner and we wish him a safe
and successful tour of duty.

I look forward to continuing the great
work of the Foundation as Chairman with
the support of Mark Bornholt as Secretary
and the other Directors of the Board,
supporting the soldiers of our Regiment.

Mark Kelly
Major General M Kelly AO, DSC (Retd)
Chairman - RAR Foundation

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SEPTEMBER 2012

Chairman: Maj Gen M Kelly AO DSC
(Retd); Director/Secretary/Public Officer:
Brig M Bornholt AM (Retd); Directors: Brig
F K Cole AM (Retd), Brig J A Sheldrick OAM
(Retd), Mr K M Kipping AM, Brig A Findlay
AM; Brig S Dunn AM; Brig C Appleton CSC
(Retd); WO D Ashley, RSM of the Army.
Associate Directors: Brig M J Moon DSC
AM, WO 1 K J Woods CSM OAM (Retd); Lt
Col M Jennings DSC; Lt Col M Constable.

MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION

Mark Bornholt – Secretary
Glenn Crosland – Treasurer
Lucy Bermingham – Office Manager

The proposal to establish a tertiary
scholarship for children of soldiers who
have served in the Regiment presents an
exciting new phase for our Foundation.
This scholarship would be in addition to
continuing the great support that the
Foundation was originally established to
provide.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

2012 has proven to be a year of challenge
and change. Despite the large turnover of
staff and office supporters, we have
managed to increase our financial asset
base by nearly 15% or $61,850.00 on our
previous end of financial year result. We
are now close to reaching the significant
milestone of $500,000.00 in funds
available and I would image that by the
time you read this report, the milestone
will have been reached. This is the largest
annual increase since our inception and
demonstrates
what
a
significant
difference even a few individual and
corporate supporters can make. In 2013
we will strive to increase this support base
through the creation of a Sponsorship
Committee as a part of the Board and led
by Steve Dunn. We hope that with Steve’s
connections and energy, combined with a
couple of potential new Directors from
the business community, we will replicate
or improve on this year’s result.
As foreshadowed in my previous report,
we have commenced the negotiation and
consultation process to create a
scholarship proposal to provide a number
of tertiary scholarships for children of
soldiers who have served in the Regiment.
There was overwhelming support for the
proposal from the Regimental Council in
April. Since that time, we have been
working with the Australian Veteran’s
Children Assistance Trust (AVCAT) to
establish the plan. AVCAT will administer
the scholarships on our behalf. We
envisage creating a number of
scholarships possibly linked to individual
battalions and providing $3,000.00 per
annum to recipients. There is still work to
be done and we anticipate the Board
approving the proposal in early 2013 for
implementation in 2014. In conjunction
with our ongoing provision of benefits and
welfare grants to those serving in the

Regiment and their families, we see this as
an enduring and worthy plan which meets
our founding objectives and is marketable
to our supporters.
2012 has also seen work completed to
review the Constitution to ensure our
relevance. As I presaged last year, the
review has not changed the fundamental
tenets that underpin our purpose. As a
result, I do not expect too much change.
As we progress through the next stage of
our development and perhaps into a
greater corporate support base, there
may be a need for further change. We’ll
cross that bridge when we need to.
The Chairman and I met with the Royal
Australian Regiment Corporation early this
year to discuss the way forward for both
organisations and review our key points of
differentiation.
We followed this
discussion with another meeting and open
forum at the Regimental Council where it
was agreed that we had necessarily
different requirements. The key point of
differentiation remains the Corporation’s
desire to be able to lobby for support for
serving soldiers and ex-servicemen. The
Corporation have agreed to examine ways
to provide funding to the Foundation for
our activities at their next National
Congress and have provided in-principle
support for our scholarship proposal
which will directly benefit their members.
The Foundation also approached the
newly formed “Legacy Services Trust”
noting
that
their
establishment
documents and Departmental briefing
papers highlight the Trust as having
“…considerable flexibility in providing
assistance and can include assistance for
the education of children…”. We asked
for support through the provision of a
significant grant and/or an undertaking to
fund our proposed scholarship scheme;
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however the Trust was negative towards
the initiative, indicating that their trust
deed prevented this type of support.
As I foreshadowed in the opening, we are
starting a process to actively engage
industry to provide corporate support and
to this end we have recently received our
first
Defence
Industry
National
Benefactor. We have also continued to
enjoy the significant contributions of
individual supporters and it would be
remiss of me not to single out Mrs Shirley
East, the widow of the late Colonel Colin
East who continues to provide us with
selfless regular grants.
Of course our major challenge remains
being relevant to and having support from
our soldiers. I encourage leaders to
continue to get soldiers to enrol as
supporters using the Army pay allotment
system. We had a tremendous influx last
year, particularly as we started to provide
details of the support we were giving to
soldiers when they were in need with
spouse medical support and other
unexpected expenses.
For those of you who have retired, I urge
you to where possible seek corporate
support from industry leaders many of
whom you will know. We have learnt that
like many things, this word of mouth
recruitment is the most effective way to
get support. You may also consider
making a regular modest deduction from
your bank account to the Foundation, we
have a few people who do this now and
their contributions quickly mount up. If
400 Life Governors contributed $10 per
fortnight through this regular deduction,
we would easily achieve revenue of
$100,000 per annum.

School of Infantry have been in 2012. The
reports which follow will give you a sense
of what they have achieved and, as usual,
it is well beyond our expectations. It
always gives me great pride to read of
their exploits and to know that like all of
you, we may have played some small part
in the development we see today.
Since the publication of the 2011 Bulletin
the Regiment has lost Lance Corporal Luke
Gavin of the Second Battalion and Private
Robert Poate of the Sixth Battalion killed
in action. Additionally Sergeant Blaine
Diddams of the Special Air Service
Regiment, Lance Corporal Mervyn
McDonald
and
Private
Nathanael
nd
Galagher of the 2 Commando Regiment
were all formerly of the First Battalion.
Our thoughts are very much with them
and their loved ones. We have also seen a
number of soldiers wounded and a
number recognised for their courage or
performance of duty – our thoughts and
best wishes are also with them.
In closing, thank you to those who have
volunteered to support the Foundation the Directors, the staff, in particular Glenn
Crosland and Lucy Bermingham and of
course to the Battalions and our soldiers
for their contributions to this publication
and their ongoing support.
I look forward to continuing to support
the soldiers of the Regiment.

Mark Bornholt
Secretary
The Royal Australian Regiment Foundation

Turning to the soldiers, you don’t need me
to tell you how busy the Battalions and
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HASSETT AWARD FOR LEADERSHIP

the qualities that the Royal Australian
Regiment seeks in its junior leaders”.

The nominees for the Hassett Award for the
best junior leader in the Regiment for 2011
were:

CPL Woods was promoted from LCPL to CPL
just prior to the presentation of the Hassett
Award. Congratulations CPL Woods.

1 RAR – LT Thomas Moore
2 RAR – CPL Daniel Miller
3 RAR – CPL David New
5 RAR – CPL Scott Hodge
6 RAR- LCPL Zachry Afeaki
7 RAR – CPL Timothy Deijkers
8/9 RAR – CPL Stephen Woods
SCH of INF – CPL Charles Allan
The assessors for this award were: our
Chairman of the Foundation, Major-General
Adrian Clunies-Ross; Major General Mark Kelly
and the Secretary of the Foundation, Brigadier
Mark Bornholt. The winner of the Hassett
award for 2011 was CPL Stephen Woods.
Edited extracts of the CO’s citation concerning
CPL Woods...
“Lance Corporal Woods has demonstrated
initiative, perseverance and endeavour well
beyond that expected from someone of his
rank. He has consistently led from the front
and
his
commitment
to
continual
improvement has been exemplary. One of his
greatest strengths is his dedication to self
analysis and ability to rapidly learn from his
actions. This trait is passed on to his soldiers,
thus creating a culture of responsibility and
the desire to improve.
Lance Corporal Woods’ dedication is also
evident in the large amounts of his own time
he voluntarily gives up to improve the
standards of job skills and physical fitness
among those soldiers who require additional
training.
Lance Corporal Woods’s influence on the
development of the 8th/9th Battalion has far
exceeded that normally expected of his rank
and position. His leadership, selflessness,
initiative, commitment and professional
competence continue to inspire confidence
among soldiers, peers and the chain of
command. Lance Corporal Woods exemplifies

FINANCIAL REPORT
The financial position for the Foundation at
the end of financial year 2012 was:



Net assets at the end of last financial
year totalled $491,766.73
Assets as of 31 August now stand at
$498,536.84

Grants were made in the last financial year to
all Battalions based on Enrolled Supporter
enlistments to the total of $1940.00.
A grant was made to 6 RAR to the amount of
$3000 to assist a soldier with funeral expenses
on the sudden death of his wife.
A further grant was made in the amount of
$6070.00 to 2 RAR to support the making and
purchase of 26 trophies in honour of a fallen
member - Matthew Lambert.

NEWS ITEMS
NEW LOOK RARF WEBSITE
Our enormous thanks go to Glenn Crosland
for instigating and navigating the new look
RARF website. Glenn has worked tirelessly
with the team at Fresh Creative and the new
website is up and running. Jump on the net
and have a look. Feedback is always welcome
and we look forward to your thoughts.
Enrolment forms are available on the website
to make becoming a supporter of the RAR
Foundation a whole lot easier. You can also
now purchase our CD on line.
A very special mention must go to Clive
Mitchell-Taylor for his amazing and tireless
efforts in regard to the website prior to the
new look. Clive managed the website since its
inception and has done an outstanding job
with its upkeep. THANK YOU CLIVE!
www.rarfoundation.org.au
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RAR Foundation Booklet
Many of you may already have a copy of the
recruiting booklet. This booklet, Serving the
Regiment, offers an enrolment/renewal form
and contact details for the Foundation. It also
includes sections dealing with: How the
Foundation
Operates,
What
is
an
Infantryman, Our Regiment, Your Foundation,
Membership, Relationship with the RAR
Association and Other Activities of the
Foundation.
The booklet is available on the Foundation’s
website. Life Governors and supporters are
once again encouraged to publicise the
booklet widely among family, friends and
especially potential benefactors. Should
anyone require hard copies, these may be
obtained by contacting the Foundation office.

Are You Financially Current?
We rely on your continued support and again
thank those who remain current with their
membership. If you are not a current
supporter or know someone who would like
to be a regular contributor to the Foundation,
the enrolment information is available on the
website or ring Lucy in the office for an
enrolment form. (02) 6265 9842

2011 Annual Foundation Dinner
The dinner at the Officers’ Mess at RMC
Duntroon was once again, a huge success with
the coming together of past and present
members of the Regiment, exchanging stories,
memories, success and amusing times. The
Hassett award was presented to CPL Stephen
Woods by the Chief of Army, Lieutenant
General Morrison, AO. We thank the PMC and
staff for their generosity in allowing us to use
the Mess.

Lieutenant General Morrison presented the
Hassett Award to CPL Stephen Woods from
8/9 RAR.

The Colin East Legacy
The widow of the late Colin East, Mrs Shirley
East, has once again made a most handsome
donation to commemorate her husband’s
infantry service.
The Foundation instituted an award to the top
soldier of the Combined Infantry Platoon
commanders and Platoon Sergeants courses
run biannually at the School. We thank Mrs
East for her continued support to the
Foundation.

Subscriptions to the Foundation
New supporters should
application form from
www.rarfoundation.org.au

download the
the website:

For renewals, there are options listed on that
form. We recommend that supporters use the
easy to use and approved facility of making an
Army Pay Allotment (Option A on the form).
Remember the Regiment in your Will by
including a donation. You can be assured that
all such donations will be used by the
Foundation to offer support and comfort to
the soldiers of the Regiment and their
dependants.
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Applications for Foundation Grants
Requests for grants must be made through
unit CO’s. Foundation staff does not have the
necessary insight into the full circumstances
underlying a request and rely heavily on
Commanding Officers to validate the request
and to confirm the use made of the funds
provided.

Lest we forget...
Since the last RARF publication the RAR has
been unfortunate to have lost many of its
comrades, paying the ultimate sacrifice for
service to their country whilst on deployment.
Our thoughts, prayers and sympathies go to
their families, friends and to all members of
the regiment.

RAR Foundation Christmas Cards
Foundation Christmas cards are again
available in bundles of ten at $22.00 including
postage and handling. They may also be
purchased at the Foundation office at ten for
$19.50. Cards are A6 in size, glossy, with the
inscription “With best wishes for Christmas
and the New Year” inside and an image of the
RAR Colours at the Australian War Memorial
in 1998 on the outside

Lance Corporal Luke Gavin – 29 October 2011

Private Robert Poate – 30 August 2012

Marches of the Royal Australian
Regiment CD
CD’s of regimental tunes and other popular
band music has been produced at RMC
Duntroon and the Defence Force School of
Music, Watsonia, Victoria. The CD was to
commemorate the 60th Anniversary of the
Regiment in 2008 and is available to be
purchased through the RAR Foundation
headquarters at a cost of $18.00 including
postage and handling or is now available to
purchase directly from the RARF Website.
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NEWS FROM THE BATTALIONS
1 RAR July 2011 – July 2012
CO: LTCOL Eamon Lenaghan, CSC
RSM: WO1 John Stonebridge, BM
Location: Townsville
The second half of 2011 remained a high
tempo training environment with the 1 RAR
Battle Group participating in Ex TALISMAN
SABRE 2011. This exercise formed the 3rd
Brigade Certification Exercise for the Battle
Group in order to assume the Ready Battle
Group (RBG) role in September 2011. This
activity provided another good opportunity to
exercise in a high tempo environment with a
large number of unknowns that the Combat
Training Centre provided for us. While it was
a highly demanding, and at times frustrating
activity, it provided a good learning
environment within a realistic setting for
commanders at all levels.
The completion of this exercise saw the Battle
Group return to Lavarack Barracks from
Shoalwater Bay Training Area for a
remediation period and to finalize all
outstanding administrative requirements. This
also saw the commencement of the 1 RAR
courses period. This period gave all personnel
a good opportunity to develop in the
profession of arms and to enhance the
professional knowledge of the battalion.
From September 2011, 1 RAR assumed
responsibility for the RBG. While this period
reinforced the readiness culture amongst the
newer members of the battalion, it also
brought with it the benefit of additional
training and operational opportunities. In this
period, a number of expressions of interest
were made to have personnel deploy with the
3 RAR Battle Group on OP SLIPPER. With two
years since our last deployment, there were
many eager volunteers to deploy, however,
only a handful of members were selected and
commenced their pre-deployment training in
early 2012.
The 2012 training year has not seen the
tempo slow. While we did not have a cyclone

to clean up after, 1 RAR was called upon to
assist the Townsville community clean up
after a tornado created a pathway through
the centre of Townsville. The cleanup effort
resulted in the deployment of the Ready
Combat Team based on C Coy to provide the
assistance required.
The beginning of 2012 also saw a refocus on
amphibious activities. Simulation, command
post exercises and time at sea with the RAN
helped the battalion regain its sea legs. Ex SEA
LION saw us joined by fellow infantrymen
from 2/1 RNZIR. Wild weather and
subsequent range closures limited the
battalion exercise but many of the tenets of
amphibious operations were nonetheless
reinforced. The simultaneous launch of forces
by rotary wing from the deck and by landing
craft from the well dock was a first for the
ADF from the new vessel HMAS CHOULES.
The major training event of the first half of
2012 came during Ex HAMEL 12. 1 RAR
participated as the opposing force for 1 Bde.
Some great training occurred with the
battalion able to conduct a deliberate
delaying defence over a two week period. The
return to conventional operations was a
welcome change to all and a number of
lessons were re-learned in the process. The
battalion acquitted itself well and returned to
Townsville in good spirits.
On the home front, Coral Day was celebrated
with a parade on the 3 RAR parade ground
due to the construction works within Coral
Lines. The CDF reviewed the parade and
Septimus behaved himself, mostly. The
celebrations concluded with an Officers and
Sergeants Mess combined regimental dinner.
The year has also seen an increased presence
and profile of the Battalion within the
Townsville community. This effort has been
spearheaded by the 1 RAR Rehabilitation
Platoon with members conducting fundraising efforts for families from PNG, assisting
Legacy and supporting Ronald McDonald
House and other organizations.
The remainder of the training year will see
training overseas with A Coy to deploy to the
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US, B Coy to New Caledonia and C Coy to PNG.
A handover of our contingency force
responsibilities will occur with 5 RAR later in
the year.
The Big Blue One is in good shape and stands
ready for whatever comes its way next.
Duty First.

2 RAR 2011/2012
CO: LTCOL Christopher Smith
RSM: WO1 John Pickett
Location: Townsville
When I last reported to the RAR Foundation
the greater part of the Battalion and the
Headquarters, as part of the Mentoring Task
Force Three (MTF 3), had only recently
deployed to Afghanistan. Many of our most
significant events were still ahead of us.
The Battalion represented itself very well in
Afghanistan. While I suspect that many will
remember the Battalion’s tour only for the
death and wounding of several soldiers at the
hands of two Afghan soldiers, the real story is
in the manner in which the Task Force went
about the mentoring (or advising in the old
language) of Afghan soldiers.
Before leaving Australia the general
consensus was that an Afghan Brigade should
develop from the bottom up. The logic was
that as the performance of the Afghan
Brigade got better, it would be reasonable to
expect that the emphasis on close mentoring
and assisting the Afghan companies would
decrease while the emphasis on advising the
battalion and brigade headquarters would
increase. The assumptions behind this logic
proved to be wrong.
After a few months we came to a few
important conclusions. These were that the
Afghan brigade and battalion headquarters
functioned relatively fine. The logistics
processes were at a level where we did not
expect much more improvement from our
efforts. The Afghan battalions proved
relatively capable of conducting multi-day
operations away from their bases with very

limited logistical assistance from us. Most
importantly, we found that the area that
required the most attention was the Afghan
rifle company (tolay).
While I can’t be specific about the particular
points of concern and focus, I can say at least,
the problem was not really their skills (in a
relative sense). Consequently, the emphasis
of our operations was to demonstrate to the
many remote companies that they could seek
contact with the enemy, engage him, survive
the engagement and have some success using
only the resources available to the Afghan
Army. The objective was to impart sufficient
confidence to the troops of the 4th Brigade
such that they would do what was necessary
to deal with the insurgency in the absence of
Australian assistance.
Such an approach demanded that we deprive
ourselves the use of attack helicopters, close
air support and our armoured vehicles during
most engagements. Our aim was to break the
Afghan commanders’ dependency on these
capabilities because it is unlikely that the
soldiers of the 4th Brigade will have access to
such capabilities with such certainty after
transition. The effect of the change meant
that most engagements were simply small
arms engagements where the difficult job for
the Australian infantry mentors was to
encourage the Afghan troops to go forward
and close with the enemy. The way the
infantrymen of the Task Force did this difficult
task is consistent with the Regiment’s history.
The success of the efforts to improve the
Afghan companies by these methods is
difficult to judge. In some specific locations
the Afghan soldiers had marked success,
which boosted their confidence in remarkable
ways. In other areas it was very difficult to
cause any change.
While deployed to Afghanistan the Battalion
discovered that it was to assume a new role
as the centrepiece of an Amphibious Task
Group. The soldiers received the news with a
reasonable amount of ambivalence. This is
not unexpected from soldiers fighting a war.
The most frequent question was, how long
will we have to spend on a ship? Nonetheless,
the historic nature of the announcement was
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not lost on them. The amphibious role marks
a new and not insignificant chapter in the
Regiment’s history and 2 RAR is proud to be a
part of it.
Another important chapter to the Regiment’s
history also seems to be beginning. It would
seem that the Regiment’s involvement in the
last decade-plus of constant operations may
be drawing to a close or at least reducing
markedly. For many soldiers who have known
nothing other than an Army in which
operational rotations come around every
second or third year, this is a little
disappointing. At the same time, the
Government has reduced the size of the
Defence Budget. The challenge for us, as it
was for the Battalions at the end of the era of
Malaya, Borneo and Vietnam, is to ensure
that training meets two aims. It must ensure
that the Battalion’s fighting skills do not
dissipate in the absence of war and a possible
reduction in training resources, and the
training must be such that the soldiers remain
fit, tough, keen and interested.
We are addressing the training challenge now.
We are also dealing with the other challenges
of soldiering in the wake of an operational
tour. The amphibious role is helpful. It
provides 2 RAR with a clear and defined
purpose and is a very timely initiative in this
regard. More importantly, our focus is on the
next enemy rather than the last, and the next
war rather than the last. Our current trainingfocus is close country warfare which has
already seen us return to the Paluma
rainforests to get our jungle fighting skills
back up to speed.

PTE Matthew Lambert, 2nd Battalion, The
Royal Australian Regiment. Killed in action.
PTE Christopher Peel, 2nd Battalion, The Royal
Australian Regiment. Motor Vehicle Accident.
Lest We Forget.

3 RAR October 2011/2012
CO: LTCOL Trent Scott
RSM: WO1 Shane McPhee
Location: Townsville
Contributor: CAPT J A Finger (ADJT 3 RAR)
The 3 RAR Task Group (3 RAR TG) is currently
deployed on OP SLIPPER conducting
mentoring tasks in Uruzgan Province,
Afghanistan. The tour has been exceptionally
challenging for the men and women of the
Task Group to date and the tempo continues
to build throughout the ‘fighting season’.
We received excellent support from our
mounting HQs 7 Bde and 3 Bde and the
Combat Training Centre (Live) conducted a
very realistic and challenging Mission
Rehearsal Exercise. The Task Group is based
around 3 RAR with 39 contributing units
nationwide, providing both combat and
service support. Though 3 RAR was warned in
late 2010 the Task Group only came together
in February this year for a four month force
readying cycle. All of the soldiers have
worked exceptionally hard in preparing for OP
SLIPPER and the TG was well prepared for
combat operations.

Before concluding it is important that we
remember the members of 2 RAR who lost
their lives over the last twelve months. We
should also remember those servicemen and
women attached to the 2 RAR Task Force in
Afghanistan who also lost their lives.
CAPT Bryce Duffy, 4th Regiment, Royal
Australian Artillery. Killed in action.
CPL Ashley Birt, 6th Engineer
Regiment. Killed in action.

Support

LCPL Luke Gavin, 2nd Battalion, The Royal
Australian Regiment. Killed in action.

After an excellent handover with Mentoring
Task Force 4 (MTF 4), centred on 8/9 RAR, the
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3 RAR TG continued building on the solid
mentoring base from previous MTFs with the
Afghan National Army (ANA) 4th Brigade. The
TG’s mission is to ‘enhance the operational
viability of the Afghan Nation Security Forces
in Uruzgan to neutralise the insurgency in
order to protect the Afghan people and
promote the legitimacy and effectiveness of
the Government of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan’. Our primary focus is the ANA
4th Brigade who, in conjunction with the
Afghan National Police and Afghan Local
Police, are responsible for protecting the
people of Uruzgan.

The Task Group has had an exceptionally busy
tour to date, which has seen major operations
across the Province including the clearance of
the Tangi Valley in Deh Rawood, clearance of
the Baluchi/Chora Valley and more recently
the establishing of a check point and
clearance in Khas Uruzgan. We have had
multiple contacts with the enemy and
numerous IED and cache finds. One of these
incidents including one of our snipers killing
an enemy sniper at 1900m over a 500m
incline. The soldiers of the TG are working
exceptionally hard in unforgiving terrain,
complex population centres and an extremely
hostile environment.
It was with great regret that the Task Group
suffered three killed in action on 29 August.
Poatey, Milo and Marto gave their lives doing
something they loved and they will be sorely
missed. The Platoon Command team and the
soldiers of the callsign involved in the incident
did a commendable job in containing the
situation, caring for the casualties and
ensuring the security for the remaining
soldiers. We have since farewelled our mates

in a fitting manner and remain fully
committed to the mission. Despite this
incident morale remains high and the troops
remain focused on the job.

The junior leadership in the Task Group
continues to prove that the Australian Army
produces some of the best solders in the
world. In one of just many examples, one of
our engineers was struck by an IED,
immediately suffering a bilateral amputation.
Immediately following the incident the young
soldier received life saving medical attention
from his mates. Of particular note, the
actions of a 3 RAR LCPL directly saved the life
of the injured engineer. This JNCO was not
only responsible for treating the casualty, but
coordinating the aero medical evacuation
response from a precarious position. His
actions were in the highest standards of the
Corps.
The 3 RAR TG wishes all of the units within the
Regiment a successful end to 2012 and passes
on its thanks to the continued support of the
Royal Australian Regiment Foundation. We
remain focussed on our mission and tasks at
hand and will be fully prepared to receive the
7 RAR TG for handover in the coming future.
Duty First!

5 RAR (Mech)
CO: LTCOL Andrew Forbes
RSM: WO1 Dale de Kock
Location: Palmerston – NT
Life in the Tiger Battalion continues to be very
busy and we are making full use of the
available training opportunities. The Battalion
remains very well equipped and resourced to
conduct a full spectrum of war fighting
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training. During 2012 we will receive 150 new
soldiers straight out of Initial Employment
Training at the School of Infantry to boost our
manning. This “next generation” of Tigers will
participate in a very intensive training regime
that will prepare them well for any
operational requirements that arise in the
future.
Most of the Battalion commenced 2012 with a
period of jungle training either in Tully or in
Malaysia as part of Rifle Company
Butterworth. This “back to basics” training in
a harsh and austere environment was a not so
gentle reminder to all of us of the
requirement to master our infantry skills on
foot before commencing training with the
Battalion’s armoured vehicles. All Companies
performed to a high standard and many
tactics, techniques and procedures were
either learnt or reinforced as a result of this
training.
The Battalion deployed to Shoalwater Bay
Training Area (SWBTA) in May to conduct Ex
TIGERS WALK and RUN. This exercise series
focussed on mechanised manoeuvre by day
and night at the platoon and company level.
A range of demanding day and night live fire
activities, including night company attack and
company defence practices, reinforced the
Battalion’s ability to quickly integrate with our
M113AS4s to exploit the superior firepower,
protection, mobility and communications
resident in Army’s Mechanised Infantry
Battalions. These exercises concluded with a
short Battalion exercise to confirm higher
level command and control procedures before
our redeployment to Darwin for a quick
period of leave.
Early June saw the Battalion redeploy to
SWBTA to participate in Ex PREDATORS
STRIKE. This Brigade live fire activity grouped
sub-units from 1 Armd Regt, 5 RAR and 7 RAR
with supporting Engineers and Artillery to
form Combat Teams (CT). Each CT in the
Brigade was rotated through a range of 24
hour tasks that had been planned by the
Commanding Officers of 1 Armd Regt, 5 RAR
and 7 RAR supported by each units key staff.
The task that awaited CT at the 5 RAR stand
was probably the most challenging live fire

activity of all and I am pleased to report that
both 5 RAR CT, based on B and C Company,
were amongst the best performing CT in the
Brigade.
The bulk of the Battalion redeployed from
SWBTA in mid-July after serving as part of the
1 Armd Regt Battlegroup (BG) known as BG
LION. This was a useful opportunity for 5 RAR
to reinforce that the Battalion will not always
be the main effort of the Brigade. After a very
busy period from 3 December 2006, with
more Battalion level operational tours than
any other RAR Battalion, our soldiers enjoyed
this unique training opportunity as the
Brigade participated in Ex HAMEL.
The Battalion’s next major challenge is
preparing for Ready Battle Group (RBG)
responsibilities which will culminate in the
Battalion assuming on-line status in midNovember this year for 12 months. This is a
new challenge for us as RBG tasking normally
resides within Army’s 3rd Brigade. I have
every confidence in our ability to re-focus on
this task and become ready to deploy
anywhere in the world at very short notice as
required by the Australian Government.
Unlike preparing for a known operational
deployment the Battalion cannot predict
when and where we will be called to deploy
and thus must prepare for the full spectrum of
operations from peace keeping and
humanitarian assistance through to midintensity war fighting.
During our busy training year we have made
time to mark Battalion events of significance
and will continue to provide social and
sporting opportunities for our soldiers. Binh
Ba Day was commemorated with a
presentation by the junior officers of the
Battalion followed by a social function. The
Battle of Binh Ba is relevant today to our
Battalion, and Army, as an example of the
effects that can be achieved by the combined
arms team against a tough, unforgiving enemy
in complex terrain. It also remains the single
most successful combat action undertaken
during 5 RAR’s long and proud history.
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A number of current and former members of
the Battalion were recognised in the 2012
Queens Birthday Honours list. All of these
recipients were recognised for their
dedication to duty, courage and leadership.
They are an inspiration to Tigers both young
and old and are thoroughly deserving of our
thanks and appreciation.
Most of the Battalion will spend six months in
the field this year training for our next
potential operational deployment. This is a
natural state of existence for Infantry
Battalions. We are either at war or preparing
for the next war. The dedication shown by
our soldiers in the field would not be possible
without the excellent support provided by
their families and the wider 5 RAR and RAR
communities. Thank you for your continued
support.

conducted at Gallipoli Barracks, and featured
current and former soldiers marching
together to honour the unit’s history. The
parade was highlighted by the award of the
Unit Citation for Gallantry to Delta Coy 1966,
and the Meritorious Unit Citation to the 6
RAR-led MTF 1. A large number of individual
gallantry and distinguished service honours
were also presented to 6 RAR soldiers past
and present.

Duty First

6 RAR Year in Review
CO: LTCOL Mark Jennings, DSC
RSM: WO1 David Bromwich
Location: Enoggera QLD
The past twelve months has been a busy
period for 6 RAR, as it seeks to maintain its
training tempo whilst also rebuilding after its
deployment to Afghanistan on Mentoring
Task Force One (MTF 1). It has been a time of
reflection for the unit, commemorating the
significant achievements of soldiers past and
present, and honouring the sacrifices made by
so many throughout our proud regimental
history. These events have served to maintain
strong bonds between the current generation
of 6 RAR soldiers and our predecessors, who
continue to provide such valued support to
the unit in the form of the RAR Foundation,
the 6 RAR Association and the Long Tan
Veterans Association.
Long Tan Day – 18 August 2011
18 August 2011 was one of the most
significant days in the recent history of the
Battalion. This special day marked the 45th
anniversary of the Battle of Long Tan, where 6
RAR’s proud history was forged by the brave
men of Delta Company. A parade was

The parade was preceded by a memorable
Long Tan Dining-In Night, featuring the unit’s
officers, SNCOs, and veterans from the Battle
of Long Tan. A fine weekend was then
concluded with the annual Battalion Ball at
the Brisbane Convention Centre.
Major Exercises and Courses
The Battalion’s training continuum in 2011
encompassed several major exercises,
including Ex LONG TAN, Ex DIAMOND, Ex
TALISMAN SABRE and Ex HAMEL 12. Ex LONG
TAN featured section and platoon attack
ranges, staffed and coordinated by Support
Coy. Ex DIAMOND DOLLAR was a Combat
Team attack scenario, intimately supported in
the assault by tanks, cavalry and DFSW Pl.
On Ex TALISMAN SABRE, the Battalion ran
Rear Area Security Operations for 7 Bde, in
support of the main effort to certify 8/9 RAR
for deployment on MTF 4. Finally, Ex HAMEL
was a combined arms live fire exercise
incorporating direct and indirect fires,
armour, engineer and aviation assets to
support sequential combat team objective
clearances.
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The results achieved during all of these
exercises showcased the Battalion’s ability to
adapt and achieve mission success in
conventional operations. The integration of
combined
arms
teams
and
the
professionalism at all levels from the
supporting arms enabled the unit to achieve
highly commendable results and bodes well
for the future of the Battalion.

training in Singapore. The Company was also
fortunate enough to be able to visit some of
the battlefields from WW2 throughout
Malaysia, the Changi museum, and the
Commonwealth war graves at Kranji.

In 2012, 6 RAR began the year with a Support
Coy course period, successfully qualifying a
large number of soldiers for employment in
specialist roles. A and Support Coys have been
working up their training levels over the past
few months, in preparation for Ex LONG TAN.

Sporting and Social Events

2012 Deployments and Exercises
The Battalion has been heavily committed
over the course of 2012 to operational
deployments and major exercises. Numerous
PMV drivers and crew commanders have
deployed to Afghanistan as a part of MTF 4
(8/9 RAR), MTF 5 (3 RAR) and SOTG 18.
Additionally, a Pl from D Coy deployed to East
Timor in a ROCL capacity. All of these soldiers
have represented themselves and the unit
magnificently while deployed, writing their
own new chapters in the Regiment’s proud
operational history.
D Coy deployed to Malaysia for Rifle Company
Butterworth from the 1 May until 31 July 12.
The deployment saw D Coy conduct Section
and Platoon level training in the Jungle,
culminating with a week of live fire activities.
The Company also participated in Ex
HARRINGAROO, a bilateral exercise with the
Malaysian Army, and two weeks of urban

While the Battalion has undoubtedly been
working hard over the past twelve months, it
always makes the time for sporting and social
events. This year, the sporting highlight for
the unit was Blood Week, where reputations
are traditionally made and destroyed. The
event coincided with the disbandment of B
Coy, giving it an extra poignancy, and featured
the four companies battling out five events
for the right to be named 2011’s Champion
Coy. In the end, a dramatic rugby final victory
for B Coy saw them claim the title and send
off their sub-unit in fine style. The Battalion
also participated in the Brigade sporting
competition, achieving very good results
across all sports.
On the social front, key unit events have
included the Battalion Ball, Fight Night and
various functions at the 6 RAR Sportsman’s
Club. All of these events have contributed to
the unit’s Regimental Trust Fund, which
continues to support charitable causes, unit
sporting teams and the Families of the Fallen.
Conclusion
6 RAR prides itself on maintaining strong ties
with the key organisations that provide it with
such magnificent support, and the RAR
Foundation has always been there to help
members of the Battalion during their times
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of need. On behalf of the unit, I wish to offer
my sincere thanks to the Foundation for its
generous support, as well as the extensive
efforts of our veterans community, embodied
by the 6 RAR and Long Tan Associations. We
look forward to continuing these important
relationships in the years ahead.
Duty First

7RAR - News from the southern Battalion
CO: LTCOL Michael Garraway
RSM: WO1 Richard Verrall
Location: Edinburgh SA
By the time this article appears in the
Foundation newsletter the 7th Battalion will
have mounted for its second tour of
Afghanistan. Having had the great honour of
conducting the first Mentoring and
Reconstruction Task Force, to be given the
first of the ‘advising’ missions is an
opportunity which we are grateful for.
Our path to the upcoming operation has
included our consolidation in South Australia
and growth of the battalion. We now have a
strength of 730 all ranks, have completed the
development of Support Coy, and have tested
ourselves in the field with the full suite of
battalion capabilities.
The first half of 2012 saw A and C Coy rotate
through a series of exercises at Murray Bridge
and Cultana concentrating on Mechanised
Infantry skills through to company level
supported by the specialist platoons, with
joint fire teams, and combat engineers in
support. The culmination was Ex BOAR’S RUN
which saw each company conduct a series of
missions under the direction of Tactical HQ
against a free playing enemy, and concluding
with a live fire attack over multiple objectives.
This was a busy period of training with very
good results achieved by the companies and
by the specialist platoons. This exercise also
allowed the opportunity for us to work with
RAAF P3 Orion in direct support, with OC A
Coy having a live video feed provided into the
back of his APC immediately prior to their
company assault onto one of Cultana’s
‘Afghan villages’. Our collocation with 92 Wing
RAAF has reaped rewards.

While this series of exercises was being
conducted, B Coy concentrated on its
dismounted skills, deploying on a CTC-Live
warfighter rotation at Townsville Field
Training Area in March. The exercise was as
demanding as any rotation faced in recent
years, however, it had the added challenge of
being conducted during the wettest period of
weather in North Queensland since the
notorious Queensland floods. The exercise
proved to be right of passage activity for
many, but once again proved the worth of the
CTC concept.
Through May and June B Coy participated in
Ex PACIFIC BOND at the Pohukaloa Training
area in Hawaii. The company were very well
hosted by 1/14 Infantry Battalion and
conducted a number of demanding dry and
live firing exercises. The Pohukaloa training
area is located approximately 2000 metres
above sea level with the surface of the
training area consisting almost entirely of
volcanic rock. Very good results were
achieved by the company, they were tested
by the Americans’ high tempo of live firing,
and tested by the terrain; `the volcanic rock
surface of Pohukaloa will be remembered by
the men of B Coy for many years to come.
2012 also saw 7 RAR redeploy to Shoalwater
Bay for Ex HAMEL 12 with the other units of 1
Brigade. We preceded the exercise with a
series of dry and live firing exercises, again
constructed in a manner which had the
respective Battle Group Tactical HQs
facilitating a dry and live fires lane where each
company (and squadron from 2 Cav Regt and
1 Armd Regt) was assessed at Army Training
Level 5.
As with 2011, Ex HAMEL was conducted after
an extended wet season, and once again the
superior mobility of the M113AS4 allowed us
to maintain mobility through tough
conditions. 7 RAR was battlegrouped with a
squadron of tanks and our ‘direct support’ 9
Combat Engineer Squadron from Adelaide,
and formed one of the three battlegroups
groups of 1 Brigade. We were tested very
thoroughly by the 1 RAR OPFOR. They proved
to be a very difficult opponent and presented
us with plenty of surprises. Most pleasing for
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us, was the opportunity to deploy as a
properly formed battle group, with our
battlegroup headquarters complete and each
of the specialist platoons deploying and
delivering a collective capability for the
Battalion.
This
effectively
saw
the
achievement of Enhanced Land Force goal for
7 RAR being a deployable mechanised
battalion. This was a significant achievement
for our small Army, and one which each
member of 7 RAR, from 2007 to the present,
should be proud of.

that year, due to 7th Brigade’s emphasis on
combined arms operations and development
of a Battle Group ethos. As a result, the 8/9
RAR BG was able to capitalize upon training
opportunities presented during ‘deep’ Mission
Specific Training prior to force concentration.
This allowed members to develop those
essential habitual relationships within a Battle
Group and gain a valuable understanding of
each others strengths and weaknesses. This
would eventually serve the MTF particularly
well during the deployment.

The return from Ex HAMEL has seen us
reorganise for the deployment on OP SLIPPER.
As with all previous deployments of this
nature, the dreaded manning cap has
presented us with numerous challenges in
addition to preparing for the operation itself.
In our case the battalion rear group will
consist of over 500 members, there have been
plenty of good NCOs, WOs and officers
selected to remain behind, and lots of good
young soldiers who are very disappointed to
miss out. Our C Coy and elements of Support
Coy will form the nucleus of the group along
with our brothers from 9 Combat Engineer
Squadron and 102 (Coral) Battery 8/12 Mdm
Regt, they are excited to deploy, they’re in
good shape and they look forward to
maintaining the great standards set by those
members the Regiment who have preceded
them. We were also very pleased to learn that
the deploying group will be formally known as
the ‘7 RAR Task Group’, recognising the
leadership and contribution of the battalion
and, protecting our heritage.

In late December 2011, under the command
of LTCOL Kahlil Fegan (and WO 1 Ian D’Arcy),
MTF 4 deployed to Al Minhad Air Base to
complete the final theatre specific training
before moving into Afghanistan throughout
January 2012. MTF 4 then deployed into
theatre as a Task Group of Joint Task Force
633 and was assigned under NATO
Operational Control to the Combined Team
Uruzgan;
a
coalition
headquarters
commanded by an American Army Colonel.

Duty First

8/9 RAR – 2011/2012 in review
CO: LTCOL Kahlil Fegan
RSM: WO1 Ian D’Arcy
Location: Enoggera
Mentoring Task Force Four (MTF 4) was
formed on 5 September 2011; the nucleus of
MTF 4 being the 8/9 RAR Battle Group (8/9
RAR BG). Although Mentoring Task Force Four
force concentrated on 5 September 2011, in
essence most of its members of had been
working together exclusively since January

MTF 4 deployed its mentoring teams out to
Forward Operating Bases HADRIAN west of
Tarin Kot, MIRWAIS north of Tarin Kot, WALI
to the east and SORKH BID. The mission was
to mentor assigned elements of the 4th
Brigade, 205 Corps Afghan National Army to
achieve ‘independent with advisor’ status no
later than November 2012 in order to ensure
Afghan National Security Forces capacity to
protect the population and set the conditions
for improved governance, reconstruction and
development within Uruzgan province. On
arrival at respective Forward Operating Bases,
mentoring teams received comprehensive
handovers from the 2 RAR led MTF 3 before
setting about the task of mentoring the 1st,
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th Kandaks (battalions), 4th
Brigade, Afghan National Army within the
MTF 4 Area of Operations.
Throughout MTF 4’s deployment to Uruzgan
Province, its mentoring teams would become
responsible for mentoring the Afghan
National Army 4th Brigade in areas such as
Deh Rahwud, the Tangi Valley, Tagaw, Chahar
Chineh, Shahid-e-Hasas, Chora, Baluchi, Kush
Kadir, kalach, Gizab, Mirabad, Charmestan,
Chenartu, Khas Uruzgan, Tangay, Langar, and
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Sowzal, to name a few. MTF 4 employed four
combined arms Mentoring Teams containing
numerous enablers. Each Mentoring Team
was responsible for mentoring the Afghan
National Army at the kandak level, with the 4th
Brigade Headquarters being mentored by a
smaller, joint Australian-Slovakian Mentoring
Team.
Following a very good handover from MTF 3,
MTF 4 ensured that, initially, the Afghan
National Army detected very little change in
the approach being employed to mentoring.
That said, the first two months of the MTF 4
deployment were very challenging. MTF 4 was
faced with the worst winter since the war
commenced. This was compounded by
potential strains on the relationship with the
Afghan National Army due to the Koran
burning incident, and later, the mass murder
of Afghan civilians by a rogue US soldier.
Whilst these conditions and incidents
presented challenges, the relationship
eventually established with the Afghan
National Army at all levels was excellent at all
levels. There were numerous examples of
soldiers from both the Afghan National Army
and MTF 4 placing themselves at significant
risk to support one another.

MTF 4 quickly set about working itself into the
Afghan National Army patrol program and
plans for future disrupt and clearance
operations in the Area of Operations. The
Mentoring Teams developed strong working
relationships with the Afghan National Army
by a number of means including proactively
seeking interaction within the patrol bases.
MTF 4 was barely settled-in when it found
itself in the first of what would be many
contacts with the enemy, achieving both
tactical and mentoring success. As time

passed, the Afghan National Army’s
confidence developed through successful
skirmishes with the insurgents, large cache
finds and extensive patrolling with the
Australians. Eventually, MTF 4 stepped back,
allowing the Afghan National Army to develop
their capabilities without the direct support of
the MTF 4 soldiers. The marked improvement
in independence and confidence at the lowest
levels allowed MTF 4 to refocus their efforts
on brigade developed tasks such as
Operations Hamkari Gorgai Jangee I and II in
the Tagaw and Char Chineh Valleys. Operation
Hamkari Gorgai Jangee II was a 4th Brigade
initiated and executed operation with the
main effort being the partnered clearance of
the valley by 1st Kandak, 4th Kandak Engineers,
Afghan National Police and MTF 4 force
elements. The partnered operation located
and destroyed seven IED’s and 13 caches. The
success of this operation not only gave great
confidence to the Afghan National Army, but
significantly disrupted the insurgency and
undermined their capability.
Success for MTF 4 was measured by the
development of the Afghan National Army
confidence at conducting intelligence-driven;
multi-day, self-sufficient tolay (company)
sized operations. MTF 4 aided a major
transformation in both the Afghan National
Army’s confidence and capability through the
conduct of numerous Train-the-Trainer
courses focusing on Engineer Search,
Communications, Care of the Battle Casualty
and Casualty Evacuation rehearsals. As a
result, 4th Brigade continued the outstanding
progression and built on the successes from
not only MTF 4, but all of the Australian
mentors that had preceded MTF 4 within the
district. With the steady progression toward
independence and ongoing success in the
provision of security to the population by the
Afghan National Security Forces, MTF 4’s
mission had been achieved beyond the
original expectation set in the predeployment training in 2011.
Whilst MTF 4 were busy mentoring their
Afghan National Army partners, another
organisation was working equally as hard to
ensure that the deployed force was suitably
cared for back home. Headed by MAJ Warren
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‘Polly’ Farmer and WO 2 Scott Woolley, Task
Force Rear ensured that welfare support was
provided to the families of deployed
personnel, as well as performing the normal
duties of a battalion in garrison.

Associations, RSL Sub Branches, Young Diggers
and the fantastic fundraising efforts of the
Unit Welfare Team resulting in over $40,000
being made available to provide welfare
support.
24 June 2012 marked the Transfer of
Authority between MTF 4 and the 3 RAR
Battle Group. Despite the cold and snow of
winter, the heat of the Afghan summer, and
the constant threat of death or injury, the
professionalism, dedication and courage
shown by the soldiers of MTF 4 was beyond
reproach. MTF 4 was officially stood down on
20 August 2012.

Task Force Rear completed a wide range of
support,
administrative,
security
and
governance tasks throughout its tenure.
Support was provided to the community as
well as participating in military efforts such as
Ex HAMEL, Army Reserve and Officer Cadet
field exercises. Task Force Rear provided
ANZAC Day support to multiple schools, RSL
and Association activities while also running a
large scale event held at the Rams Retreat to
support the families of MTF 4. Charitable
events such as Legacy Day, Red Shield Appeal
and the Diabetes Foundation Jelly Baby Gala
were supported through means ranging from
member’s door knocking for donations to
providing static displays.
The Unit Welfare Team headed up by MAJ
Dan Kemp achieved some remarkable
milestones as they worked hard to support
and bring together families of MTF 4
members across Australia. They achieved this
through the promulgation of timely
information by letter, phone call and
messaging, monthly happy hours, family fun
days, off-site lunches and information
sessions in Brisbane and at other venues
across Australia. In so doing they developed a
range of friendships and provided an
invaluable service to the families. The Welfare
Team also ran the first deployed families
Facebook page ever. This generated many,
many long hours of work. This effort could not
have been achieved without the excellent
support from the 8 RAR, 9 RAR and 8/9 RAR

Duty First

SCHOOL OF INFANTRY
CO: LTCOL Marcus Constable
RSM: WO1 Darren Murch
Location: Singleton NSW
The tempo of training has been high since the
start of the year, especially with the Duke of
Gloucester (DOG) Cup and Corps Conference
being brought forward to April. Combined
with this delivery of training and this event
has been continued training development,
particularly within combat shooting skills and
delivery of the leadership training. To round
out a busy year the School has also been
transformed with delivery of the upgraded
facilities under the Enhanced Land Force (ELF)
project.
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The 2012 DOG Cup competition focused on
foundation war fighting skills and being
‘brilliant at the basics’. Feedback from the
Corps leadership group and participants alike
was positive and will ensure that foundation
war fighting skills will remain as the
competition’s focus into the future. This
year’s competition was intense and
unforgiving with the competition being
decided in the final activities. Ultimately the 2
RAR sectioned prevailed and can be justifiably
proud of their achievements, setting a
standard for not only the remainder of their
Battalion but also the wider Corps.
A unique opportunity was afforded to the
champion Section Commander, who along
with Head of Corps and Corps Staff, were able
to meet with His Royal Highness the Duke of
Gloucester, Prince Richard, at a function at
Victoria Barracks Sydney. The Duke of
Gloucester presented the DOG trophy to the
winning Section Commander for what is
believed to be only the second time since the
competitions inception.
A key component of training development
within the unit has been the work of Rifleman
Wing staff to develop combat shooting skills
as part of the Infantry Employment Training
(IET) package. The combat shooting training
has been based on advice and assistance from
SASR. The training focuses on aligning close
quarter shooting techniques with broader
instinctive shooting drills from zero to 200
metres. Key components of the training are
not only on the shooting techniques but also
the manner in which we deliver the training.
Formal trials of this package have shown
significant improvement in both the speed of
engagement and accuracy by IET, with their
average scores being better than those
shooting results achieved by trainees on the
Urban Operations Instructor Course. Rifleman
wing are currently working to formalise the
training within the IET course and as a
doctrinal training note.
Throughout the year significant work has also
been undertaken to prepare for and introduce
the RAINF Physical Employment Standards for
Army (PESA) within both the IET course and
the Regimental Officers Basic Course (ROBC).

As part of this preparation several trials have
been conducted in order to identify the best
physical training continuum to prepare
trainees to achieve these standards without
accepting undue injury risks. Results thus far
indicate that physical training standards are
close to but not yet at the required PESA
standard.
Other significant work resulting from
leadership discussions at the Infantry Corps
Conference 2012 is the refinement of the
delivery of the ROBC and Supervisor Infantry
Operations Platoon (SIOP) courses. Over the
years these courses have been delivered
concurrently in order to ensure field training
can be effectively achieved by a platoon size
order of battle. Discussion at the conference
concluded the recent trend towards
combined competencies, not just combined
training, needed review to ensure both the
roles of platoon commander and platoon
sergeant were appropriately recognised.
Consistent with this review is broader work to
tackle the issue of foundation war fighting
standards and fault correction. Work remains
on track to implement revised training
methods in the first course in 2013.
Finally, the School of Infantry has occupied
new facilities delivered under the ELF project.
New facilities include the unit headquarters, A
Coy, Rifleman Wing Headquarters and IET
accommodation, a second WTSS facility,
broader transit accommodation and a state of
the art Simulation Centre. Further works
include the significant upgrading of facilities
and ranges in the Singleton Field Training
Area. In ongoing works the old buildings
within the cantonment will be now converted
into an upgraded urban training facility at the
range.
Overall the training tempo has ensured a busy
year for the staff and instructors at the
School. Despite this workload they continue
to deliver quality foundation war fighting
training to meet the Corps need.

Duty First
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LIFE GOVERNORS OF THE
RAR Foundation
2/32ndBn AIF Assn
2/22ndBn AIF Assn
8 RAR Assoc Inc
2 RAR Assoc Inc
9 RAR Assoc Qld
RAR Assoc Qld
RAR Assoc NT
Women’s Auxiliary - Port
Kembla RSL
Women’s Auxiliary Wollongong RSL
Western Metropolitan
District Council of the RSL
Southern Central District
Council of the RSL
Maj Gen P J Abigail
Lt Col C J Adamson
* WO1 D J Allen
* Cpl O N Anderson
The late Mr R A Anderson
Capt W McI Anderson
L/Cpl I R Anderson
The late Col J D Andrew
Mr A Ang
* Pte N S Anthony
Brig C G Appleton
Maj Gen P M Arnison
Pte B G Arnold
WO1 D M Ashley
Col W J Austin
Lt Col G M Bagot
Pte R A Bailey
Capt W D Baker
Pte J C Baldwin
L/Cpl D Barnett
Lt Col M
Bassingthwaighte
WO2 B A Bates
Capt J D Bathgate
Bro J S Belmonte
* Capt C J Bennett
Gen Sir Phillip Bennett
WO2 J M Bennett

Maj S N Bernardo
Maj A R Birch
Lt Col M J Birtles
Lt Col J P Blain
Maj Gen M P Blake
Col J Blaxland
Mr D J Blazely
Mr W Bolton
The late Mr S Bombell
Brig M D Bornholt
Maj S Boscato
Lt Col H Bowman
Lt Col S W Brain
Pte T Bray
The late Mr J R Brazell
Pte M Brennan
Col R Brett
Mr R J Briggs
* Pte M L Brock
Capt J Brook
Mr N Brown
Maj R Brown
Capt M S Bunker
SSgt R A Bunting
Maj R N Bushby
Col I J Cahill
Lt Col M J Callan
WO2 J Callcott
Pte M J Cameron
Maj Gen A J Campbell
Lt Col I T Campbell
Pte D P Carrick
Col M J Carroll
The late Mr R G Carter
Capt P M Carter
Mr W E R Carter
Pte M L Casey
Pte G T Castro
Col S F Caughey
* Pte J Cavanagh
The late Col D A Chinn
Lt Col E A Chitham
Col J M Church
The late Col L G Clark
The late Pte J M Clark
Lt Col D S Clarke

Pte S A Clarke
Cmdr D E Clinch
Maj Gen A Clunies-Ross
WO1 G A Cochrane
Brig F K Cole
WO1 S A Colman
Maj G Colton
Pte R S Condon
Maj Gen J M Connolly
* Lt Col M J Constable
The late Mr C Constable
Capt D Cook
Maj T Cook
Pte R Cooper
The late Hon. D Corcoran
Capt G J S Cornelia
Gen P J Cosgrove
Maj M A Coutts
Lt Col S Crafter
Pte B Creek
Capt S N Croft
* Maj C Cromhout
WO2 R T Crooks
Maj G A Crosland
SSgt R Cross
Late Rev Mons G A
Cudmore
Maj Ray Curtis
Pte A R Cuthbert
The late Col P D D'Arcy
WO1 I A D’Arcy
Late Lt Gen Sir Thomas
Daly
Maj T Daniels
WO1 J J Daniels
Lt Col J E Davidson
L/Cpl A Dean
The late Mr F W Dean
* Capt M R Deer
Maj M DeFina
Brig John P A Deighton
Col P Desmond
Capt M Dirago
Col J C Dittmar
* Pte R J Dodd
Pte O S Doig
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Pte C C Donaghue
Capt J M Donohoe
Mr R J Doolan
Mr W F Douglass
WO2 G G Doyle
Lt Col C H Ducker
The late Mr H Dunkley
Brig S J Dunn
The late Col C H A East
Mrs Shirley East
Lt Col A J Egan
Pte D R Ejlak
* Dr C Ellery
Col M Elliott
Brig J Essex-Clark
Lt Gen M Evans
Pte K Fabreschi
WO2 A J Feige
WO2 J G Ferguson
Lt Col C A Field
Brig A Findlay
Capt J A Finger
* Pte S P Finnigan
HE The Hon T A Fischer
Maj M P Flanagan
Sgt S D Flatman
Brig R S Flint
Mr P J Flower
Col Q L Flowers
Pte A Ford
* Pte B J Forner
William J Forrest
The late WO B W Foster
Capt D Foster
Capt J T Frankcombe
Lt Col D G Franklin
Pte J J Franklin
Maj K S Fraser
Pte T J Freitag
Maj D M French
Col J J Frewen
Lt T Friend
* Sgt J R Fulford
Lt Col S L Gabriel
WO1 W J Gall
Lt Col A D Gallaway
Capt Z Gamble

Maj T J Gardiner
* Cpl A D Gardner
Lt Col M E Garraway
Pte S Garritty
Pte A G Gawne
Maj R I George
The late Mr E Giffin
Pte B Gillard
WO1 A B Gillman
Lt Col S C Goddard
The late Lt Col J B Godwin
Col D V Goldsmith
Maj G Goldsmith
* Pte M R Goodwin
Col M S Goodyer
Maj D H Gosman
Brig S C Gould
Capt P W Graham
Col P N Greenhalgh
* Cpl M Greenhatch
Capt K V Greenwood
* LCpl S W Gregory
Maj P G Greive
Brig L R Greville
Lt Col I M Guild
Maj P F Ham
Maj G R Hansen
Lt Col J C Harding
WO2 L J Hart
The late Gen Sir Francis
Hassett
The late Col J B Healy
Maj K D Heany
Brig I J C Hearn
WO2 D M Heaslip
Capt C Heath
Maj L Helmrich
* Pte L J Hill
Pte J A Hill
* Lt B E Hodge
Lt Col H P Hoebee
Cpl R Hogno
Capt J Hohnen
Brig T H Holland
Pte D Holloway
Capt L D Holloway
Capt S W Holmes

Pte S E Hopkins
Prof D M Horner
Maj Gen B W Howard
Sgt G Howard
Maj Gen J C Hughes
The late Maj Gen R L
Hughes
WO1 G L Hughes
Lt Gen D J Hurley
Col J M Hutcheson
The late Brig O D Jackson
Maj Gen W B James
Lt Col B N James
Mr A James
Lt Col T D R James
Maj Gen P M Jeffery
WO2 M J Jelinek
Capt C A Johnson
* Capt C J Johnston
Lt Col C A Johnston
Pte D Johnston
Pte Declan Jones
Lt Col J Joycey
Pte S.L Kaylinger
Maj Gen M J Keating
Maj G M Keating
Maj Gen M A Kelly
Pte S Kempe
Pte S Kennealy
Sgt G J Kermode
Pte W B Kidd
Lt Col D J Kilcullen
Mr K M Kipping
Maj G M Knowles
Pte L M Krause
Pte C G Lacey
The late Col H M Lander
Pte D L Landt-Isley
* LCpl G R Lang
Col P J Langford
Col J O Langtry
Capt D P Lea
Lt Gen P F Leahy
Lt Col M D Lean
Col P Leeson
Maj E P Lenaghan
Capt A Lenard
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Lt Col A D Lowe
Capt D D Lowson
Pte K M Lynch
Lt Col I B Mackay
* Brig M Mahy
The late Col D J Mannett
Pte A P Marks
* Pte M Maroge
Capt J Martin
Mr C J Mayhew
Mr L McAulay
Capt M K McBride
Maj J F McCaffery
Maj D McCammon
The late Lt Col A McCann
Capt D McCarthy
Capt N McCarthy
The late Lt Col E M
McCormick
Mr D McDaniel
The late Lt Col K V
McDermott
Maj M R McFarland
Lt Col G J McKay
Lt P J McKay
Pte R McKenna
Lt Col D K McKerral
* Pte C McKillop
Pte E McLachlan
Cpl A J K McNeil
Cpl J McNeilly
Pte H McRobbie
Col D J Mead
Mr T J Meissner
Pte A P Middleton
Lt Col C G Miles
Maj A C Mitchell-Taylor
Maj Gen J Molan
The late Mrs P
Montgomerie
* Cpl A R Moran
The late Maj R J Moran
Pte M Morris
The late Maj Gen A L
Morrison
Maj Gen D L Morrison
Lt Col M C Morrison

The late Brig W J Morrow
Capt C Moss
Lt Col M Mumford
Father Glynn Murphy
Lt Col M J Musgrave
* Pte M B Nelson
The late Lt Col Hon K E
Newman
Maj Gen M P J O’Brien
Lt Col B S O’Dowd
Mr Robert J O’Neill
* Cpl S P O’Shea
Mr J D O’Shea
Lt Col E J O’Sullivan
Mr Peter Oldham
Capt R U Omagi
Sgt J P Osborne
L/Cpl A N Osis
Pte D L Pate
Lt Col J Patten-Richens
AVM J A Paule
Maj S A Peachey
Maj K G Pearce
Lt Col M B Pears
Lt Col A T Pembroke
L/Cpl Luke Perkins
* Cpl A J Peters
L/Cpl M C Pettett
Brig E F Pfitzner
Maj Gen P R Phillips
Capt M J Phillips
WO1 S L Podobnik
The late Lt Col H W Pope
Pte B Potter
Cpl D Powell
Maj I S A Power
Pte B Pownall
Pte S Preston
L/Cpl J L Prewett
Maj P F Prickett
Capt B A Pronk
The Late Mr T E Prosser
Father P J Quilty
Pte J Quinn
Maj T Ramage
Capt A J Rankin
Maj D Read

Pte J A Reece
WO2 R M Rees
Mr G Reidy
WO2 M Rice
Brig J H Robbins
* Pte S B Roberts
Lt Col I J Robinson
Pte M J Robinson
WO2 A P Rogers
Pte M A Rogers
Cpl C E Rohse
Lt Col J B Rowland
Col M A Rozzoli
Lt Col J C Rule
WO1 C W Russell
The late WO1 B M Ryan
WO1 K M Ryan
Mr D Sabben
* Mr John Sarks
Col R A Sayce
Maj P A Scanlan
Pte O J Scanlon
Lt Col A M Schaper
Maj K W Scheuermann
Sgt R A Schrader
Brig B A Scott
* Cpl W D Scott
Sgt A Scott
WO1 Jack Selmes
Very Rev Andrew Sempell
Brig J J Sengelman
Brig D G Sharp
WO1 J R Sheahan
Brig J A Sheldrick
Brig J J Shelton
Cpl J Shirdon
Maj D A Siggers
* The Late WO2 A P
Siggers
Lt Col J A Simeoni
The late Brig M B Simkin
Col T A Simkin
Col P K Singh
Mr M Skennar
Mr R Slater
Capt T S Slatter
Mr P Slattery
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Maj Gen N R Smethurst
Mr David R Smith
Mr K A Smith
Maj Gen M G Smith
WO1 R E Smith
Brig S L Smith
Capt J M B Smith
Brig B A Smith
Lt J D Smith
Lt Col C R Smith
Lt Col D J Smith
Mr I B Smith
Maj A M F Somerville
Maj D M Sommers
Pte J N Sorraghan
Capt G R Sowiak
Capt R Spackman
Capt A E Sparkes
Maj P G Stammers
* Pte L M Stapely
* WO2 S St Clair
Pte S Steer
Mr Robert Stein
Maj M W Stevens
Lt Col John M Stewart
Maj L A Stewart
Col W B Stothart
Maj Gen A B Stretton
Mr John Stringfellow

Capt C Stuart
Col S Stuart
Capt S G Sullivan
Pte D B Sullivan
The late Col R Sutton
Mr J Swain
Mr C H Swinbourn
Rev H M Swinbourn
Pte A J Taylor
Lt Col I C Teague
The late Mr H Tedaldi
WO2 J C Thies
Col N L Thompson
WO1 W T C Thompson
*Pte J C Thompson
Brig The Hon D Thomson
Col R A Tiller
The late Col C M
Townsend
Lt Col A K Treble
Capt R Trembath
Capt M Tull
The late Mr K G Turbayne
Maj K P J Tyrrell
Col N J Underwood
* Pte D J Underwood
Capt A B Vanden Hengel
WO2 R S Varcoe
Mr A R Vockler

Mr M von Berg
Col G R Wainwright
Maj J C Walters
WO1 S C Ward
Mr J Watt
Brig N H Weekes
The late Brig S P Weir
Maj R W Weir
Lt Col N W Welch
WO1 D J Welsh
WO2 A West
Mr L V Westende
Sgt D L Wilkins
Capt M J Williams
Maj Gen S V L Willis
Maj Gen R G Wilson
Pte M D Wood
Capt S E Wood
Sgt M S Woodney
WO K J Woods
Mr E Woodward
Capt B L Woolmer
Sgt J J Wootton
Capt J Worthington
Capt A C Zimmerle
* Appointed Life
Governor since last
Bulletin.
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